,4hsti*iict: The ability to e i l r x t a pninary speech signal from a n enviroluiient with multiple speakers is an important issue [ 1.21 in speech processing. Tlus paper prcsems a method for incorporating multiple parallel beatiifoniiers with a Wiener filter. By iteratively iinpro\.ing the spectral magnitude estimates of each speech source. substantial iinprovenient in overall signal scparation can bc oblaincd. The performance of the .algorithm is illustrated using a siinulated multiple speaker cnriromnent with resulting SNR and sSNR plots.
INTRODUCTION
With tlie number of people with hearing damage dra~iialically on the rise and with the expansion of global businesses requiring the use of more sophisticated video and teleconferencing equipment, estracting a priinary talker aiiioiig interfering takers is imperative to current speech signal processing research. . While methods exist for a variet\ of beamforming tecluuques [2. 31 as well as for multi-source filtering in stationary noise [SI, the theon Ins \;ct to be deleloped for integrating spatial filtering with additional enhancement methods to deal with non-statiolla? interference.
Tlus paper focuses on nlicroplione arrays with a small number of microphones and a mull aperture size, as would be required for hearing aid applications where uscrs could comfortably wear the array [ 11. These smaller an-ays havc less ability to extract the primaiy signal using beanlfoniiing algontluns 121 and thus are amenable to iniprovcment through the use of further speech enhancement algoritluiis such as tlie Wiener filter.
Currently tlus is done through application of single source post filters [2] .
In particular. the problem of enhancing a primary speech signal with two interfering speech sources and kno\ix source locations is addressed here. The use of one beanifonner nulls the directions of the interfering sources to extract tlie priniarj signal; however, artifacts of the intcrrcriiig talkers reniaiii even after beamforming [ 1,2;4, 71 In the reminder of this paper. background on beainfonning and Weiner filtering is given. followed bv a description of the experimental method. results of the initial siinulations. and concIusions.
Delay and Sum Beamformer:
For an M inicrophone array and a narrowband signal with a frequency J angle of arrival 0. filter weights w. signal a m y y, and sample point n. a simple delay and sum beamformer estimate z is given as:
Tlis simple delay and sum beanformer is computationally efficient and is the baseline method used.
In order to enhance the primary source signal, three fiyed beamfomers are steered towards the direction of each of the tluee sources. assunied here to be n pvior,.
to yield initial estimates of each source signal. These emacted signals are then used in a post-beamforming iterative spectral enhancement algorithm initialized by the spectral characteristics of the beanforiner outputs. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the process. Using separate beamformers to estimate each of the signals allows the system to be able to address nonstationary noise. Prior research with niultiple interfering sound sources [8] has demonstrated that results degrade as the interfering sources become more non-stationary.
Wiener Filter
The post beamforming enhancement method used here is a short-tenn adaptive Wiener filter. This technique has been shown to be successfu1 in situations with stationq. non-correlated, additive noise in single channel input systems [9] . In this paper, ttus enhancement algorithm is extended and applied to a multi-channel system with nonstationary, additive noise from interfering speakers. on stationarity or bandwidfli-and are therefore applicable to a multiple speaker environment. Each noise source has an associated coupling function k. as discussed below.
The estinlated clean speech signal is initially the beanlfonner output of the sowce signal of interest and the .noise spectral iilfonniition is approximated using spectral chanctenstics of the reniainiiig hvo sources.
The Wiener filter is then applied to the noisecorrupted signal to create a new estiinate of the spcech signal as s11ow11 in equation (3) . The Fourier transfonn of the enhanced signal is given by S', the Fourier tmnsfonn of the noise comipted Signal is given by s? and the Fourier traiisfonii of the noise estimate is given by N. The process is repeated for a fixed n u b e r of iteratiora or until the signal estiniai es converge.
Coupling function, k
The coupling function detennines the anount of the noise estimate's spectral energy that is filtered from the beainfonned signal aiid is critical to equation (4 
Tlus coupling fuiiction is derived from the DS beamforiner and is a function of frequency and source direction. Given the beainfonner function. it is possible to evaluate the coupling function across frequencies tllat can directly determine the spectral characteristics of the interfering sources passed through the bean~onner. Incorporating this coupling function into the post filtering cnhanceinent algoritluns will remove the interfering talkers' signal artifacts with the appropriate constants Although the beamformer function is a sinc function in theor?.. practically. it is judicious to define the coupling function through using the envelope in order to iiiake ii more robust lo discrepancies in the source locations. Gwen this. the coupliilg function is shown in Figure 2 and results in the following equalion:
' across the frequency range. The data used to siiiiulate the multiple speaker enviromnents was obtained from tlie TLMIT AcousticPhonetic Continuous Speech Corpus database. The speakers and sentence wmefoniis were chosen at random and include both inen and women speakers. These waveforms were then conibiized to simulate a multiple speaker signal.
The spacing of the Inicrophones was at 2.5
centimeters to allow the analysis of speech signals i n the frequency ranges up to 6800 Iiertz. The input speech signal is divided into 512 point. 32 millisecond. triangular windowed frames to approxiinale stationarih of the speech signal.
Each of the frames was nul tluougli a filter bank to produce ten bins of equal frequency bandwidths across the given range. The filterj used are twelfth order FIR band pass filters. Given the filtered and framed data for each of the iiucrophoiie signals and given the n priori knowledge of each signal source direction. each source is beamformed.
Plot of k function (+) and DS beamformer lobe (-) . This is because the algontlun is dependent upon the interfering talkers' signal estimation. and with increased the interfering talkers' signal power. the parallel beamfonners are able to obtain better noise signal estimates. However. as the interferer power becomes riiucli larger. as is tnie for e.\;treniely sinall SNR's. the algoritlun does not perform well due to the inability of tlic beaiiifonuer to obtain an adequatc estiiiiatc of the prima? signal.
CONCLUSION
Tlie use of multiple. parallel beaiilfoniiers integrated with a inultiple soLirce Wiener filter shows substantial improvetnent in the S N R and segmental S N R for a low S N R speech signal. The speech enhancement method presented in tlus paper contends with nonstationan. broadband noise Ilut occurs in a inultiple speaker environment.
Further work is being conducted to integrate oilier traditional enhancement inetliads with spatial filtering. Thus includes utilizing higher resolution bean~ormers, such as the iiuniinuiii variance distodionless response ( M W R ) bemfonner. with the algoritluus.
